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Forward 
 
This booklet contains the meeting forms and related resources used by the Syracuse 
(NY) City Schools School-Based Intervention Team (SBIT) Project.    
 
The following people served on the team that authored or provided feedback about 
these resources (listed in alphabetical order):  Emily Bajish, Dr. Kristi Cleary, Joanne 
Downes, Val Gray, Kelly Malone, Chris Miller, Kim Nelson-Chapin, Stephanie 
Pelcher, Kathy Solan, Jim Wright. 
 
In addition to those listed above, contributors to previous SBIT forms and resources 
have included: Dr. Seth Aldrich, Mary Ellen Andrews, Dr. Scott Ardoin, Dr. Sheila 
Clonan, Ed Erwin, Dr. Jim McDougal, Rocco Nalli, Dave Zawadzki, Dr. Thomas Zino. 
 
Those wishing for more information about the SBIT Project should contact: 
 
 
 
Stephanie Burt Pelcher 
SBIT Coordinator 
Syracuse City School District 
725 Harrison Street 
Syracuse, NY 13210 
Ph: 315.435.4110 
Email: spelch93@scsd.us 
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Section I: Student At Risk Referral Form 
 

Purpose & Guidelines for Use: 
 
The referring teacher completes the Student At Risk Referral Form prior to the initial 
SBIT meeting.  The SBIT case liaison may want to assist the teacher in completing 
the form or meet briefly with the teacher before the initial meeting to collect additional 
information about the instructor’s concerns. 
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Student At-Risk Referral Form 

 
General Information To be completed at meeting 

Student Name:_________________________________ ID Number:  _____________  DOB:  

_________ 

Referring Teacher(s):  __________________________ Referral Date:  

___________________________ 

                                     __________________________ Address:  

_______________________________ 

Parent/Guardian:  ______________________________ Phone:  

_________________________________ 

 
 
How and when was parent notified of referral:  ________________________________________________ 
 
Reason for Referral (Primary Concern): 
 
__________Academic          __________Behavioral          __________Emotional        __________Medical  
     
Please describe the specific concerns prompting this referral.  What makes this student difficult to teach?  
List any academic, social, emotional or medical factors that negatively impact the student’s performance. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
How do this student’s academic skills compare to those of an average student in your classroom? 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
In what settings/situations does the problem occur most often? 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
In what settings/situations does the problem occur least often? 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
What are the student’s strengths, talents or specific interests? 

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Parent/Guardian Contact Prior to Referral 
 
__________Phone Call       __________ Note Home       __________Conference    __________Home Visit 
   
 
Interventions  
1. Begin date __________      End date ___________      Person(s) responsible ______________________ 

What have you tried to do to resolve this problem? 

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

How did it work? 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Begin date  __________      End date  ___________      Person(s) responsible ______________________ 

What have you tried to do to resolve this problem? 

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

How did it work? 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Begin date __________      End date ___________      Person(s) responsible ______________________ 

What have you tried to do to resolve this problem? 

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

How did it work? 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

What would be the best day(s)/time(s) for someone to observe the student having the difficulties 
that you describe above? (Please attach a copy of the student’s daily schedule, if available): 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Please provide any additional pertinent information such as this student’s most current 
report card, schedule and attendance record and return with referral. 
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Section II: SBIT Introductory Teacher Letter & 
Case Liaison Checklist (Optional)  
 

Purpose & Guidelines for Use: 
 
SBIT Teams can use this Introductory Teacher Letter as a model to write their own 
invitation to teachers who are referring to SBIT for the first time.  The Case Liaison 
Checklist provides a simple reminder about the essential responsibilities of the SBIT 
Case Liaison role. 
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SBIT Teacher Introductory Letter: Model  
 
Dear Teacher: 
 
Currently the SBIT meeting for __________________ is scheduled to occur on __________.  The 
purpose of SBIT is to develop an intervention(s) that will promote improvements in a student’s or 
classroom’s behavior and/or academic performance, discuss ways to evaluate whether the 
intervention is effective, and provide you with resources to conduct and evaluated the intervention.   
 
Prior to the meeting, we ask that you contact the student’s parent/guardian to inform them of the 
SBIT meeting and complete a teacher behavior report card, recording at least  2 instructional 
weeks (prior to the initial meeting) of behavior. The information that you provide on the teacher 
behavior report card will later help us to establish goals and evaluate the effectiveness of the 
intervention. 
 
Please be prepared to discuss the following things during the meeting: 
 the behavior/academic problems for which you are referring the student 
 the student’s academic and social strengths and weaknesses 
 select two or three behaviors or academic areas for which you wish the team to help you 

develop interventions 
 for behavioral cases: discuss how often the behaviors occur and/or how long they last 
 discuss when (before or after an event, subject, instruction, type of request/command, time of 

day) or with whom (teacher/peer) the behavior is more likely to occur 
 explain interventions that you have already implemented and why they did or did not work 
 estimate the level that the student can perform academic work independently and the level at 

which he/she is actually receiving instruction 
 incentives for which the student may be willing to work 

 
An SBIT TA or school psychologist intern will be coming into your classroom during the next week 
to collect additional information, such as a classroom observation and/or curriculum based 
assessment in reading/mathematics.  Your case-liaison, ____________________, should be 
meeting with you to discuss your referral and to help you in understanding the teacher behavior 
report card. If your case-liaison is not able to meet with you prior to the meeting, please do your 
best to complete the teacher behavior report cards prior to the meeting.  Following the SBIT 
meeting, your case-liaison will meet with you again to insure that you have all the resources 
necessary to implement and to monitor the effectiveness of the intervention.  Please see him/her at 
anytime that you need additional resources or have found that the intervention is becoming 
ineffective or has become too difficult to implement.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Your Building SBIT Team 
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Essential Steps for the Case Liaison 
 
As the case liaison assigned to this case, you are the primary colleague 
and support throughout the process.  In addition to this role, the 
following are responsibilities of the case liaison: 
 
Prior to the initial SBIT meeting: 

  
 Meet with the teacher at least 1 week prior to the SBIT meeting and 
complete the following tasks: 

o Review the referral form with the purpose of becoming familiar with the 
student’s case. 

o Check with the teacher about progress in completing the teacher behavior 
report card and answer any questions the teacher may have. 

o Answer any questions the teacher may have about the SBIT process in 
general. 

 
After the initial meeting 
 

 Within a week after the initial meeting, meet with the teacher to 
determine the following: 

o Whether the teacher has begun implementing the intervention and if not, 
problem solve with teacher to find out why.  (e.g.- assist with finding proper 
resources and/or inform Coordinator of issue)  

o Whether the teacher has any questions regarding the intervention procedures 

o Whether the teacher needs any additional resources to implement the 
intervention 

o Whether the teacher is still satisfied with the intervention designed and if not, 
problem solve with teacher to minimally modify intervention and/or inform 
Coordinator of issue. 

 Check with the teacher approximately every 2 weeks for the duration 
of the intervention to determine: 

o Whether the intervention is being implemented as described during the 
SBIT meeting 

o Whether teacher is tracking accurate implementation 
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o If he/she is in need of any additional resources.   

Section III: SBIT Initial Meeting QuickGuide 
 

Purpose & Guidelines for Use: 
 
The SBIT QuickGuide provides summary tips and ideas for running effective initial 
SBIT meetings.  New team members often keep a copy of the QuickGuide open in 
front of them during the meeting to refer to whenever they have questions.  The 
QuickGuide is also a useful resource to use when training teachers to serve on SBIT 
Teams. 
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School-Based Intervention Teams  

Initial Meeting  
QuickGuide 

 
 
Step 1:  Assess Teacher Concerns:                        5  minutes  
 
Goals:  

• The case liaison or facilitator reviews information from the referral form 
 Allow the teacher to discuss major referral concerns 
  

Sample Questions: 
 Given the information in the referral form, what are specific difficulties that you would like to 

address today? 
 How is this student problem interfering with the student’s school performance? 
 What concern(s) led you to refer the student to this Team? 

   
     The SBIT Team is ready to move on to the next step when. . .:  

• Team members have a good understanding of teacher concerns. 
 
Tip:  
 To save time, the case liaison or facilitator can review information from the Teacher SBIT 

Referral Form and summarize the teacher’s main points for the team at the start of the 
meeting.  The facilitator can then ask the teacher if he or she has any additional concerns 
to share.  

 

FAS
 Step 2:  Inventory Student Strengths & Talents         5 minutes
 
 
Goals:  
 Discuss and record the student’s strengths and talents, as well as those 

incentives that motivate the student. This information can be valuable during 
intervention planning to identify strategies that the student will be motivated to 
participate in. 

 
Sample Questions: 
 What rewards or incentives have you noted in school that this child seems to look 

forward to? 
 What are some things that this student does well or enjoys doing around the classroom? 
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 Please tell us a few of the student’s strengths, talents, or positive qualities that might be useful in 
designing interventions for him or her 
 What are hobbies or topics of interest for this student? 

 
     The SBIT Team is ready to move on to the next step when. . .:  

• The team has identified personal strengths, talents, and/or rewards that are likely to 
motivate the student if integrated into an intervention. 

     Tip:  
• The referring teacher may want to meet with the child prior to the SBIT meeting to collect 

information about those rewards that motivate him or her. 
 

  
   
Goals:          

• To get a holistic view of student 
• To determine starting point/levels within the academic and/or behavioral areas of 

target concern. 
Sample Questions: 

• Where is the student currently functioning according to the information 
provided? 

• Is there anything significant in the student’s school history that needs to be 
discussed? 

• Is or has attendance been an issue? 
The SBIT Team is ready to move on to the next step when: 

• The team has reviewed and discussed all the pertinent background and 
baseline data. 

Tip 
• Thorough understanding of the baseline data will be beneficial to goal setting 

and intervention design. 
 

Step 4:  Select Target Teacher Concerns:             5-10 minutes 
     Goals:  
 Define the top 1-2 teacher concerns in easily observable, measurable terms. 
 For behavioral concerns, understand the dimensions of the problem (e.g., the 

frequency, duration, and/or intensity of the challenging behavior) 
 For academic concerns, identify the presence of underlying academic skill deficits, 

mismatch between student skills and classroom instruction, fluency and accuracy in the 
area of concern, and work completion. 

 For each teacher concern, decide on what functions may help to explain why the student 
displays the target concerns. 

 
  Sample Questions: 
 From the concerns that you have shared with our Team, what are the top one or two problems that 

you would like us to concentrate on today? 

Step 3:Review Baseline Data:                   5 minutes 
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 (Academic) What can you tell us about the student’s current skill levels, homework and classwork 
completion, attention to task, general motivation? 

 (Academic) Are there difficulties in fluency and/or accuracy? 
 (Behavioral) How long does each behavioral outburst last?  About how frequently do episodes occur? 

How severe are the behaviors that you are seeing? 
 (Behavioral) What kinds of things happen in the room just before the student has an outburst?  

What do you and other students in the room do during each outburst? What is the outcome for the 
child after they engage in the problem behaviors?   

 What do you think is a reason that the student shows the behavior(s) of concern?  How does this 
behavior help the student to get his or her needs met? 

 
 
     The SBIT Team is ready to move on to the next step when. . .:  

• One or two primary teacher concerns have been established and stated in measurable 
terms (as behavioral and/or academic difficulties). 

• The referring teacher agrees with the selection and definition of the top 1-2 problems. 
• The team and teacher agree on possible functions that explain why the 

academic/behavioral concern is taking place. 
 
     Tip:  

 The meeting can run more efficiently if Team members first simply list all teacher concerns 
about a student and postpone an extended discussion of a particular problem until the 
teacher has selected that problem as a top concern. 

 
Step 5:  Set Academic and/or Behavioral Goals: Set observable, measurable, 
& realistic goals for change                 5-10 minutes 
 
Goals:  
 For each of the academic or behavioral referral concerns: 

o set ambitious but realistic goals for improvement that are attainable in 
6-8 weeks 

Sample Questions: 
• Given the student’s current functioning at what level would you like to see him/her after a 

6-8 week intervention period? 
• What is a realistic rate of progress for this student? 
• Is the goal set by the team realistic for this student? 

 
The SBIT Team is ready to move on to the next step when. . .:  

• Ambitious but realistic student goals for improvement have been set. 
• The referring teacher agrees that the outcome goals are appropriate for this student case. 

   
 Tip:  

 You may wish to refer to the prescribed Rates of Weekly Progress for each academic 
area. (e.g.. Fuchs Guidelines) 
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Step 6: Design an Intervention Plan:                   15-20 minutes 

 
Goals:  
 Select at least one intervention that addresses each of the selected referral 

concerns. 
 Spell out the particulars of the intervention as a series of specific steps so that 

the teacher or other person(s) designated to carry it out can do so efficiently and 
correctly. 

 Note any important additional information about the intervention, including: 
o When and where the intervention will take place; 
o Whether any specialized materials or training are required to implement the 

intervention; 
o The people who are actually going to carry out the intervention. 
o Determine methods to monitor accurate implementation of the intervention 

 Review the intervention(s) with the teacher to ensure that the plan is acceptable to them. 
 

     Sample Questions: 
 What intervention ideas would best meet this student’s needs? 
 What is it about this particular intervention that makes it likely to improve the student’s behavior 

or academic functioning in the area(s) identified? 
 Is there specialized training or materials that you feel are needed to carry out this intervention? 
 How can our Team assist you [the referring teacher] with the intervention? 
 How can we utilize the student’s strengths to facilitate the effectiveness of the intervention? 
 What is a simple method to track the accurate implementation of the intervention (e.g., checklist of 

key steps to be implemented) 
 

     The SBIT Team is ready to move on to the next step when. . .:  
• The referring teacher and team members agree that the intervention: 

o directly addresses the identified concern(s). 
o is judged by the teacher to be acceptable, sensible, and achievable. 
o appears likely to achieve the desired goal. 
o is realistic, given the resources committed. 
o can be expected to achieve the stated goal within the timeline selected. 

• A method for tracking the accurate implementation of the intervention has been 
established. 

 
     Tip:  

• You may want to invite staff members with expertise in a particular type of referral problem 
to attend an SBIT meeting as ‘intervention consultants’, asking them for intervention ideas.  
For example, a speech/language pathologist may be asked to attend for a student who has 
difficulty acquiring language concepts. 
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Step 7: Method of monitoring progress:                   5 minutes 

 
Goals 

• Each goal must have a method of monitoring progress                                                     
 
Sample Questions: 
• Does the monitoring information really measure the teacher’s referral concern(s)? 
• Who will collect the monitoring information? 
• How frequently should the data be collected? 
• Is the method used for collecting information sensitive to growth over a short period of 

time? 
• Is there a logical method of tracking progress within the intervention itself (e.g., permanent 

samples of student’s work that are directly tied to the goal.)? 
 

The SBIT Team is ready to move on to the next step when. . .: 
• Each goal has a method of monitoring progress that is quantifiable 

 
Tip: 

•  At times SBIT teams may wish to use already existing teacher measures and/or 
intervention materials to monitor weekly growth. 

 
 

Step 8:  Plan how to share meeting information with the student’s 
parent(s):                                                   5 minutes                            

 
Goals:  
 Agree on who will contact the parent(s) to share the student’s 

intervention plan and invite the parent(s) to a future SBIT meeting. 
 

     Sample Questions: 
 What specific details about the intervention would be of greatest interest to the parent(s)? 
 What specific details about the intervention would be of greatest interest to the parent(s)? 

 
     The SBIT Team is ready to move on to the next step when. . .:  

• At least one team member (who could be the referring teacher) has taken responsibility to 
contact the parent to share information about the student’s intervention plan and future 
SBIT meeting times and dates. 

     Tip:  
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 A phone call or note to the parent(s) prior to the initial SBIT meeting to let them know 
about the teacher referral is an important way to establish a trusting and positive 
relationship between school and home. 

 
 
Step 9:  Review the intervention & monitoring plans:  
                                                                                                          5 minutes 
 
Goals:  
 Review the main points of the intervention and monitoring plans with 

the referring teacher and other team members. 
 (Case Liaison) Schedule a time within a week of the initial meeting to 

meet with the referring teacher to: 
o review the intervention plan; 
o offer any needed assistance; 
o ensure that the intervention is being put into place as planned. 

 Schedule a follow-up meeting (usually within 6-8 weeks of the initial SBIT meeting). 
 After the referring teacher leaves the meeting, complete the SBIT Team Meeting 

Debriefing Form and debrief as a team about the meeting process and content. 
 

     Sample Questions: 
  Do the referring teacher and other members of our team know what their responsibilities are in 

carrying out the intervention and monitoring plans for this student? 
 Is our team able to support the teacher in identifying the most important referral concerns? 
 Did our team help the teacher to assemble a good intervention plan that is feasible and can be 

carried out with currently available resources? 
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Section IV: SBIT Initial Meeting Minutes Form 
 

Purpose & Guidelines for Use: 
 
At the initial SBIT meeting, the recorder writes down the essential information on the 
SBIT Initial Meeting Minutes Form.  The completed form is considered a key part of 
the student’s SBIT documentation and must be included in the student’s SBIT folder.  
A copy or a summary of the initial meeting minutes should be made available to 
parents and/or to other educators who may work with the student.   
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School-Based Intervention Teams  
Initial Meeting Minutes Form 

Meeting Information: 
 
Student: _________________________   Grade/Room:________________ 
 
Meeting Date: __________   Start Time: ________  End Time: _________ 
 
Meeting Location: ________________________________________________________ 
 
Team Roles:  
 
Facilitator:_________________________   Recorder: __________________________ 
 
Time-Keeper: ______________________   Case Liaison: _______________________ 
 
Others Attending:  _______________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Case Notes (Optional): 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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SBIT Introductory Script:  Share With Referring Teacher @ Start of Initial 
Meeting                    
“Welcome to this initial School-Based Intervention Team meeting.  We 
are meeting with you today to discuss concerns that you have about a 
student, _________________. 
 
The purpose of this meeting is for us all to work together to come up 
with practical ideas to help this student to be more successful in school.  I 
am the facilitator for today’s meeting.  The person taking notes during 
the meeting will be _________________ .  The case liaison for this 
student is ___________.  The time-keeper for the meeting is 
__________________. 
 
You can expect this meeting to last about ____ minutes.  By the time you leave, we 
should have a complete student intervention plan put together to help address your 
concerns. 
 
Our team and you have a lot to do today and only limited time in which to do it.  To help 
us to work efficiently and not waste your time, we will follow a structured problem-
solving model that goes through several stages.  Together, our team and you will: 
 

• Assess your major concerns about the student 
• Help you to pick the one or two most important student concerns for us to work on 

today 
• Set specific student goals for improvement 
• Design an intervention plan with strategies to help that student improve, and 
• Decide how to share information about this plan with the student’s parent(s) 

 
As the student’s teacher, you are the most important participant in this meeting.  Please 
let us know at any time if you disagree with, or have questions about, our suggestions.  
Our meeting will not be a success unless you feel that the intervention ideas that we offer 
will address the student’s difficulties and are feasible for you to do.  
 
Our meeting notes will document the student’s referral concerns and the intervention 
plan that we come up with.  These notes may be shared with others who are not here 
today, including child’s parent(s) and the building administrator.  However, we ask that 
everyone here keep the conversations that take place at this meeting confidential. 
 
Do you have any questions?” 
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Step 1:  Assess Teacher Concerns:                         5 minutes 
The case liaison and/or facilitator reviews information from the SBIT 
Referral Sheet, including teacher concerns. 
(Optional) Additional Teacher/Staff Concerns/Information:  
 

_____________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Step 2:  Inventory Student Strengths, Talents & Reinforcers           5 minutes

List student strengths, talents, and/or positive incentives that the 
student finds motivating.   
Hint: Strengths, talents, and motivating rewards can be good sources of ideas for intervention 
planning. 
 

• ____________________________________________________ 
 

• ____________________________________________________ 
 

• ____________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

 

Step 3:Review Baseline Data:                                        5 minutes 
The case liaison and/or facilitator reviews information from the SBIT Referral 
Sheet, including the SBIT Data Packet  (ie: Baseline Data, Teacher Behavior  
Report Cards, Cum Folder Review) 
 
________________________________________________________
 
________________________________________________________
 
________________________________________________________
 
________________________________________________________
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Step 4:  Select Target Teacher Concerns:            5-10 minutes 
Define the top 1-2 concerns in observable terms (top 1-2 difficulties that 
most interfere with the student’s functioning in the classroom): 
Hint: Behavior problems should include relevant information about frequency, duration, and/or 
intensity of behavior (e.g., using data from Teacher Behavior Report Cards, direct observations).  
Academic problems should have data regarding student fluency and accuracy in the area of concern (e.g., curriculum-
based assessment), as well as information about work completion. 
 
 

1. ______________________________
 
     ______________________________ 

 
          ______________________________ 
 
          ______________________________ 
 
          ______________________________ 
 
          ______________________________ 
 
          ______________________________ 

   

Reasons/Functions for Behavior 
Behavioral Academic 
 Lacks necessary skills 
 Has limited 

motivation 
 Seeks att’n from 

adults 
 Seeks att’n from peers 
 Reacting to 

teasing/bullying 
 Tries to escape from 

work demands or 
setting 

 Seeks access to 
privileges, rewards 

 Seeks sensory 
stimulation (e.g., 
playing with objects) 

 __________________
__________________ 

 Lacks necessary 
skills 

 Has limited 
motivation 

 Struggling 
academically in 
current 
instructional 
placement 

 Needs drill & 
practice 

 ______________ 
______________ 
______________ 
______________ 

 

 
2. ______________________________
 
     ______________________________ 

 
          ______________________________ 
 
          ______________________________ 
 
          ______________________________ 
 
          ______________________________ 
 
          ______________________________
       

Reasons/Functions for Behavior 
Behavioral Academic 
 Lacks necessary skills 
 Has limited 

motivation 
 Seeks att’n from 

adults 
 Seeks att’n from peers 
 Reacting to 

teasing/bullying 
 Tries to escape from 

work demands or 
setting 

 Seeks access to 
privileges, rewards 

 Seeks sensory 
stimulation (e.g., 
playing with objects) 

 __________________
__________________ 

 Lacks necessary 
skills 

 Has limited 
motivation 

 Struggling 
academically in 
current 
instructional 
placement 

 Needs drill & 
practice 

 ______________ 
______________ 
______________ 
______________ 
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 Step 5:  Set ACADEMIC Goals: Set observable, measurable, & 

realistic goals for change:   5-10 minutes 

 DIBELS-PRE-LITERACY 
                Baseline                                                                   Outcome/Goal by the next SBIT mtng. (date:____) 
ISF:  _________________________________________________________________________________ 
LNF: _________________________________________________________________________________ 
PSF: _________________________________________________________________________________ 
NWF:_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
DIBELS ORF:  In reading material at the ______ reading level, correctly read words per minute at baseline were ________ .  
 
Outcome Goal:  The student will increase reading fluency by ____ words per instructional week.   
 
By the next SBIT meeting (date: _____), the student will read ________ correctly read words per minute. 

 Monitoring Basic Skills Progress Software/Reading (Pro-Ed, Inc.):  In reading passages at the ______ reading level, 
correctly completed cloze items (per 2.5 minutes) at baseline were ________ 
Outcome Goal:  The student will increase correct responses on cloze passages by _____ per instructional week. 
 
By the next SBIT meeting (date: _____),  the student will correctly complete ________ cloze items. 

 Curriculum-Based Assessment in Mathematics:  On computational worksheets made up of  
 
__________________________________ problem types, correctly computed digits (per 2 minutes) was ________  
 
Outcome Goal:  The student will increase computational fluency by _____ correct digits per week.   
 
By the next SBIT meeting (date: _____), the student will correctly complete ________ correct digits on worksheets of this problem-type. 

 Curriculum-Based Assessment in Writing (Select 1 writing measure from the following choices):   
 
In timed written compositions of 3 minutes, the student completed _______ correct items on the writing measure checked below: 
 
____ number of correctly spelled words  ____ number of words written  
____ number of letters written                 ____ number of correct ‘word sequences’ 

 
Outcome Goal:  The student will increase the selected writing skill by _______ per instructional week.   
 
By the next SBIT meeting (date: _____), the student will complete ________ of the writing behaviors noted above on a timed composition. 

 Other Data Collected:  The following baseline information was collected on the referral concern: 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Outcome Goal:  The student will ___ increase  ___ decrease on this measure by ______ per instructional week.   
 
By the next SBIT meeting (date: _____), student performance on this outcome measure will be ________.  

 
(Continued on Next Page) 
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 Step 5:  Set BEHAVIORAL Goals: Set observable, measurable, & realistic 

goals for change              5-10 minutes 
 Teacher Behavior Report Card: The student was rated on the following disruptive or otherwise problematic behavior(s): 

 
1. _____________________________________________________:  ___ frequencies, ___ percentages ___ point ratings 
 
2. _____________________________________________________:  ___ frequencies, ___ percentages ___ point ratings 
 
3. _____________________________________________________:  ___ frequencies, ___ percentages ___ point ratings  
 
The average teacher rating at baseline for this/these behavior(s) was 1. _______ 2. ________ 3. ___________ 
 
Outcome Goals: By the next SBIT meeting (date: _____): 
 
the average teacher rating for problem 1 will ___ increase ___ decrease to _______ . 
 
the average teacher rating for problem 2 will ___ increase ___ decrease to _______ . 
 
the average teacher rating for problem 3 will ___ increase ___ decrease to _______ . 

 Direct Behavior Observation: The student observed for the following disruptive or otherwise problematic behavior(s): 
 
Behavior 1. ________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Behavior 2. ________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Behavior 3. ________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
At baseline, the student displayed behavior 1 on average either during ______% of observed intervals or ______ times per min/hr/day. 
 
At baseline, the student displayed behavior 2 on average either during ______% of observed intervals or ______ times per min/hr/day. 
 
At baseline, the student displayed behavior 3 on average either during ______% of observed intervals or ______ times per min/hr/day. 
 
Outcome Goal:  By the next SBIT meeting (date: _____): 
the student will display target behavior 1 either during ______% of observed intervals or ______ times per min/hr/day  
the student will display target behavior 2 either during ______% of observed intervals or ______ times per min/hr/day 
the student will display target behavior 3 either during ______% of observed intervals or ______ times per min/hr/day 
 
Where or when will this student be observed? (location, time, etc.) : ____________________________ 
BOSS DATA: if different from peer data by 10% in any one category: 
 
AET:  _____%   OFT-M: ____% 
PET%  ____%   OFT-V:  ____% 
    OFT-P:  ____% 
TOTAL ON-TASK: ____%  TOTAL OFF-TASK:  ____% 
 
GOAL:  Increase ________ behavior by _____%.  GOAL:  Increase ________ behavior by _____%. 
 
GOAL:  Decrease ________ behavior by ______%.  GOAL:  Decrease ________ behavior by ______%. 

 Other Data Collected:   
The following baseline information was collected on the referral concern________________________________ 
 
Outcome Goal:  The student will ___ increase  ___ decrease on this measure by ______ per instructional week.   
 
By the next SBIT meeting, student performance on this outcome measure will be ________.  
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Step 6: Design an Intervention Plan:                           15-20 minutes 
Concern(s) 1 and/or 2: _________________________________________________ 
Describe the intervention and any resources necessary for its implementation.  
 
Note: With treatment integrity in mind, be specific and provide as much detail as possible. 
 

 
             ___________________________________________________  
            
             ___________________________________________________ 

 
             ___________________________________________________  
              
             ___________________________________________________ 
 
             ___________________________________________________ 
 
             ___________________________________________________ 
 
             ___________________________________________________ 
 
             ___________________________________________________ 
 
• When will the intervention start?  ___________________________________ 
 
• Where will the intervention take place?  ______________________________ 
 
• Who will be responsible for carrying out this intervention plan?  ___________ 

 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 
• What (if any) special instructional or behavioral program materials/resources or training is needed for 

this intervention? (Please specify): 
______________________________________________________________ 

 
• At what date and time will the case liaison check in with the teacher about the intervention?  

_______________________________________ 
 
• Intervention Integrity: How will the implementation of this intervention be monitored? (i.e.-Was the 

intervention implemented as designed?) 
_______________________________________________________________ 

• How acceptable is the intervention                   1       2       3       4        5     
       to the classroom teacher?                              Low     Medium     High 
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Step 7: Method of Monitoring Progress                 5 minutes  
 
Attempt to use the same method of collecting progress monitoring data as was used for baseline data 
collection (see Step 5) 
 
Who will monitor? _________________________________________                   
 
Frequency of monitoring ____________________________________ 
 
Method of measurement: check all that apply 
 _____DIBELS –Pre lit.      _____ DIBELS-ORF       _____CBA Writing      ____MBSP 
             ___ISF                                _____gr. lvl.                                                       _____gr. lvl.              
             ___LNF 
             ___PSF 
             ___NWF                 _____ CBA math (Identify skill: ________________________) 
      
_____Direct Behavior Observation      ____TBRC  _____   Other: (specify: ______________________) 

Step 8: Plan how to share meeting information with the student’s parent(s):                 
5 minutes 
 
• Who will share meeting information with the student’s parent(s)?    

_____________________________________________________ 
 
• (If applicable) What are days/times that representatives of the SBIT Team are available to meet with 

the parent(s)? 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Step 9:  Review the intervention & monitoring plans     5 minutes                               
   At the close of the meeting: 

 The recorder reviews the main points of the intervention & 
monitoring plans with the team. 

 
 The team selects a meeting date and time for the follow-up 

SBIT meeting: 
Please note: date should be selected 6-8 weeks from start of intervention-see step 6 for 
start date of intervention 
Next meeting date & time:  ________________ 
 

 The case liaison reviews the agreed-upon time within the next school week to meet with the 
referring teachers.  
 

 The team completes the debriefing form. 
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SBIT Team Meeting Debriefing Form 
 
Directions:  As a Team, rate your group’s performance at 
today’s initial SBIT meeting on the items below.  If your group 
rates any of the items as “No” or “Partly”, take a moment to discuss what 
factors led to this rating. 
 
 YES PARTLY NO 

1. Does the Team feel that overall it closely followed 
the 9 steps of the initial meeting format? 

 

1 2 3 

2. Are the meeting minutes filled out completely? 
 

1 2 3 

3. Were all the members given an opportunity to 
participate? 

 

1 2 3 

4. Was the referring teacher supportive about the 
intervention plan? 

 

1 2 3 

5. Did the team use the meeting time efficiently? 
 

1 2 3 

6. Was the SBIT Teaching Assistant’s Baseline Data       
• reviewed  

      • used to make decisions? 

 
1 
1 

 
2 
2 

 
3 
3 

7. Were the target behavioral and/or academic 
concern(s) clearly defined in observable terms? 
(step 4) 

1 2 3 

8. Were the intervention plans clearly and specifically 
defined? 

1 2 3 

9. Did the team determine how the intervention 
integrity would be monitored? 

1 2 3 

(Optional) What are some additional ideas that the group has for helping this particular 
teacher to successfully carry out the intervention plan? 

 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
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Section V: SBIT Express Follow-Up Meeting 
Minutes Form 
 

Purpose & Guidelines for Use: 
 
These minutes forms are to be used at the Follow-Up SBIT meeting.  They contain 
sections to evaluate the effectiveness of the interventions used and to document the 
next steps that the Team will take in response to this outcome data.
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School-Based Intervention Teams  
Follow-Up Meeting Minutes 
Form 

 

Meeting Information: 
 
Student: _________________________   Grade/Room:________________ 
 
Meeting Date: __________   Start Time: ________  End Time: _________ 
 
Meeting Location: ________________________________________________________ 
 
Team Roles:  
Facilitator:_________________________   Recorder: __________________________ 
 
Time-Keeper: ______________________   Case Liaison: _______________________ 
 
Others Attending:  _______________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Step 1:  Debrief About Intervention “Follow-Through”  5-10 minutes             
Through discussion with the teacher and team, evaluate how closely the actual intervention 
was carried out when compared with how it had originally been designed: 
 

• Start date of the intervention: _________________ 
 
• Did the case liaison check in with you about this intervention after  
      the last meeting? ___ Y ___ N   

 
• Were there difficulties that substantially interfered with carrying out this intervention?   

___ Y ___ N 
 
If yes, please explain. 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
• Was the intervention implemented as designed?   
 

Frequency of implementation?  _________________________________________ 
 
Accuracy of implementation?    _________________________________________ 
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Step 2:  Evaluate Academic Progress:   5-10 minutes 
Directions:  For each data-collection method chosen to monitor this student, 
write in the baseline, goal, and outcome values. 

DIBELS PRE-LITERACY 
    Area (circle one) ISF, LNF, PSF, NWF 

                                                   

 
DIBELS ORF:  In reading material at the ________ reading level, the student attained the following reading fluency levels 
per minute: 

 

Note: To determine Outcome levels, 
average the student’s performance on 
the last 3 reading probes administered. 

 
Monitoring Basic Skills Progress Software/Reading (Pro-Ed, Inc.):  In reading passages at the ______ reading level, the 
student attained the following levels in correctly completing cloze items (per 2.5 minutes): 

 

Note: To determine Outcome levels, 
average the student’s performance on 
the last 3 MBSP-Reading assessments 
administered. 

 
Curriculum-Based Assessment in Mathematics:  On computational worksheets made up of 
__________________________________ problem types, the student attained the following levels in correctly computing 
digits (per 2 minutes): 

 

Note: To determine Outcome levels, 
average the student’s performance on 
the last 3 computational probes 
administered 

 
Curriculum-Based Assessment in Writing:  In timed compositions of 3 minutes, the student attained the following levels in 
the: 
____ number of correctly spelled words  ____ number of words written  
____ number of letters written                 ____ number of correct ‘word sequences’.  

 

Note: To determine Outcome levels, 
average the student’s performance on 
the last 3 writing  probes administered. 

 
Other Data Collected:  The student attained the following ratings on this measure:  
 
Data Collection Method:______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Note: To determine Outcome levels, 
average the student’s performance on 
the last 3 measures administered. 

  

Note: To determine Outcome 
levels, average the student’s 
performance on the last 3 re 
probes administered 
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Step 2:  Evaluate Behavioral Progress 
Directions:  For each data-collection method chosen, write in the baseline, goal, and outcome. 

  Teacher Behavior Report Card: The student attained the following ratings on these target behavior(s): 
Behavior 1: _____________________________________________________________________ 
                        ___ frequencies  ___ percentages  ___ point ratings: 

 

 
 
Note: To determine Outcome levels, average 
the teacher ratings on the 5 most recent 
observations collected.  

Behavior 2: _____________________________________________________________________ 
                        ___ frequencies  ___ percentages  ___ point ratings: 
 

 

 
 
Note: To determine Outcome levels, average 
the teacher ratings on the 5 most recent 
observations collected.  

Behavior 3: _____________________________________________________________________ 
                        ___ frequencies  ___ percentages  ___ point ratings: 
 

 

 
 
Note: To determine Outcome levels, average 
the teacher ratings on the 5 most recent 
observations collected.  

Direct Behavioral Observation/BOSS: The student attained the following ratings on these target behavior(s):. 
Behavior 1/BOSS category 1:_____________________________________________________________ 
                        ___ % of observed intervals   ___ times per min/hr/day 
 

 

 
 
Note: To determine Outcome levels, average 
the student’s performance  
on the last 3 measures collected.  

Behavior 2/BOSS category 2:______________________________________________________________ 
                        ___ % of observed intervals   ___ times per min/hr/day 
 

 

 
 
Note: To determine Outcome levels,  
average the student’s performance  
on the last 3 measures collected.  

Behavior 3/ BOSS category 3: ____________________________________________________________ 
                        ___ % of observed intervals   ___ times per min/hr/day 
 

 

 
 
Note: To determine Outcome levels,  
average the student’s performance  
on the last 3 measures collected. 

Other Data Collected:  The student attained the following ratings on this measure:  
Data Collection Method:_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Note: To determine Outcome levels, average 
the student’s performance on the last 3 
measures administered. 
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Step 3:  Evaluate Plan Effectiveness:            5-10 minutes 
Look at the data in Step 2.  For each goal, use the data to decide how successful the 
student was in meeting the behavioral/academic goal(s) of the intervention plan: 

If the student’s outcome data… Consider this next step… 
• Met or exceeded the SBIT goal: 

 
 

 Select a new behavior and/or academic 
goal and create a new intervention to meet 
that new goal (or raise the current goal). 

 Create a plan to discontinue the present 
intervention because all goals have been 
achieved.  Discuss strategies to help the 
student to generalize gains to other activities 
or settings. Decide how to ‘fade’ (gradually 
reduce) the intervention while maintaining 
student gains. 

 Continue with the present intervention 
without changes.  Schedule a follow-up 
meeting later in the year to ensure that the 
student continues to make gains. 

 Continue with the present intervention 
with minor changes.  Schedule another 
follow-up meeting within several weeks.   

 
• Showed promising progress but did 

not meet the SBIT goal (the outcome 
fell between baseline and goal): 

 
 

 Continue with the present intervention 
with minor changes.  Schedule another 
follow-up meeting within several weeks.   

 Substantially revise or replace the present 
intervention.  Schedule another follow-up 
meeting in several weeks.  (Continue through 
the steps of this intervention-planning form to 
revise the intervention.) 

 
• Showed only minor progress (the 

outcome did not differ significantly 
from baseline): 

 
 

 Substantially revise or replace the present 
intervention.  Schedule another follow-up 
meeting in several weeks.  (Continue through 
the steps of this intervention-planning form to 
revise the intervention.) 

 Refer the student to the Pupil Services 
Team for discussion-because the student has 
failed to make meaningful progress despite 
several well-implemented and monitored 
interventions.  (Review the SBIT Guidelines 
for Referring Students to PST/CSE.)  
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Step 4: Modify or Design an Intervention Plan(s): 15-20 minutes 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
  
  

  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
•
 
•
 
•

 
•

 
•

 
•

•

          
           ___________________________________________________ 

Concern(s) 1 and/or 2: _________________________________________ 
 
Describe the intervention and any resources necessary for its implementation.  
 

 

 
           ___________________________________________________ 

           ___________________________________________________ 

           ___________________________________________________ 

           ___________________________________________________ 

           ___________________________________________________ 

           ___________________________________________________ 

 When will the intervention start?  ___________________________________ 

 Where will the intervention take place?  ______________________________ 

 Who will be responsible for carrying out this intervention plan?  ___________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 What (if any) special instructional or behavioral program materials/resources or training is needed for 
this intervention? (Please specify): 
______________________________________________________________ 

 At what date and time will the case liaison check in with the teacher about the intervention?  
_______________________________________ 

 Intervention Integrity: How will the implementation of this intervention be monitored? (i.e.-Was the 
intervention implemented as designed?) 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 How acceptable is the intervention                   1       2       3       4        5     
to the classroom teacher?         Low             Medium         High 
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Step 5:  Review the intervention & monitoring plans     5 minutes                  
 
• At the close of the meeting, follow any of these steps as needed: 
 

 The recorder reviews the main points of the intervention & 
monitoring plans with the team. 

 
 A person is selected to share meeting information with the student’s parent: 

 
                  Parent contact person:  _______________________________ 
 

 The team selects a meeting date and time for the follow-up SBIT meeting: 
Please note: date should be selected 6-8 weeks from start of intervention- see 
step 4 for the start date of intervention. 
 
Next meeting date & time:  ________________ 
 

 The case liaison reviews the agreed-upon time within the next school week to meet 
with the referring teachers.  
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Section VI: SBIT Introductory Staff Survey and 
Referring Teacher Acceptability Questionnaire 
 

Purpose & Guidelines for Use: 
 
SBIT Introductory Staff Survey:  When a school is considering adopting the SBIT 
Team model, we recommend that presenters provide staff with an overview of the 
problem-solving process.  Then the presenters should hand out the SBIT 
Introductory Staff Survey and request that staff complete the anonymous 
questionnaire.  The collated results will give buildings a very good idea of the level of 
staff support for the process and also help to identify staff members who—because 
they were nominated by a number of their colleagues—would be good candidates to 
serve as SBIT Team members. 
 
 SBIT Teacher Acceptability Questionnaire:  After a referring teacher has 
participated in an SBIT meeting and had sufficient time to try out the intervention, he 
or she receives a copy of this questionnaire to complete anonymously.  The survey 
provides building SBIT Teams with invaluable information about how inviting 
teachers find SBIT meetings to be, how helpful they believed the Team to be, and 
how well referring teachers felt that they could actually carry out the intervention 
plans.
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School Based Intervention Team Introductory Presentation: Staff Survey 
 
We value your input about this school’s adopting the SBIT Teacher Team model.  Please 
complete this brief, anonymous question and return it to the SBIT presenters: 

 
1. What is your position in the school? 

 General-Education Teacher 
 Special Education Teacher 
 Support Staff (e.g., School Nurse, School Psychologist, School Counselor, 

etc.) 
 Teaching Assistant/Paraprofessional 
 Other (Please specify): ___________________________ 

 
2. Based on what you now know about the SBIT Process after this presentation… 

 
How much do you believe that your school would benefit from having an SBIT 
Team? 
 
      1        2        3        4 
No benefit  Little benefit  Some benefit  A lot of benefit 
 
How likely do you think it is that your school can organize an effective SBIT 
Team? 
 
      1        2        3        4 
Not at all  Moderately          Likely     Very Likely 
likely                     likely            
 

3. What are some major roadblocks that you believe might need to be addressed in 
this school in order for SBIT to be successful?  What are some creative solutions 
that you think could address these concerns? 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. If you could nominate any 3 people in your building to serve on the SBIT Team, 
whom might you select?  (Please include your own name if you would be 
interested in serving on this team!): 
 

a. __________________________________________________ 
 

b. __________________________________________________ 
 

c. __________________________________________________
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School-Based Intervention Team Teacher Acceptability 
Questionnaire 

Date:_______________ 
 
We are contacting you because you referred a child to your building’s School-Based 

Intervention Team this year.  As a teacher, your feedback is very important in 
helping us to assess how effective the SBIT Team has been at your school.  
Please take a few minutes to complete the items below.  The questionnaire is 
anonymous.  Your responses and comments will be compiled and shared with 

your building’s SBIT Team, but you will not be identified.  Thank you in advance for 
helping us to evaluate the SBIT program! 
 
1a.   How would you rate the severity of the student’s target problem(s) prior to your 

referring the child to SBIT? 
 
Not at all severe    1    2    3    4    5    6    Very severe 

 
1b.   How would you rate the severity of the student’s target problem(s) now (after  

referring the child to SBIT)? 
 
Not at all severe    1    2    3    4    5    6    Very severe 
 
Regarding the interventions used, please circle the number which best describes your 
agreement/disagreement with each statement, using the following scale: 
1=strongly disagree    2=disagree    3=slightly disagree    4=slightly agree    5=agree     6=strongly agree 

 
2. I liked the procedures used in this intervention.           1 2 3 4 5 6 
3. This intervention was a good way to handle the problem.          1 2 3 4 5 6 
4. Overall, this intervention was beneficial for the child.          1 2 3 4 5 6 
5. I had the resources (time/materials) needed to implement          1 2 3 4 5 6 

this intervention. 
6. To what extent were you and/or others able to implement the SBIT intervention as 

designed? 
 
Never/Didn’t    1    2    3    4    5    6    Every day/Exactly 
the intervention       as planned 
 
7. Do you feel that you have gained intervention ideas or knowledge through your 

involvement with the SBIT Team that you will be able to use with other students? 
 
Definitely NO    1    2    3    4    5    6    Definitely YES  
 
8. In general, how helpful was the SBIT Team in helping you to achieve a positive 

outcome for the student? 
 
Not at all helpful    1    2    3    4    5    6    Very helpful 
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9. What were the most helpful aspects of the SBIT process for you? 
 

 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 

10. In your opinion, what areas could the SBIT Team improve to make it a better or more 
useful experience for referring teachers? 

 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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Frequently Asked Questions About the 
Syracuse School-Based Intervention 
Team Project… 
 

 
What is the School-Based Intervention Team project?  How effective is this 
program in assisting children at risk? 
 
The School-Based Intervention Team (SBIT) Project trains teams of 
educators at a school to work together as effective problem-solvers.  
Using the SBIT model, teams learn how to uncover the underlying 

reasons that a student might be experiencing academic or behavioral 
difficulties and to assemble practical, classroom-friendly interventions to 
address those student problems.  SBIT Teams are made up of volunteers 
drawn from general- and special-education teachers and support staff.  Any 
teacher in the school can refer a student to the SBIT Team. 
 
The SBIT project was first developed in 1994 by the Syracuse (NY) City 
School District.  Presently, 12 city elementary schools and 1 middle school 
participate in the project.  In addition, the New York State Education 
Department has recognized the SBIT project as an exemplary program for 
training schools to run effective pre-referral intervention teams.  A number 
of other school districts in New York State and around the nation have 
adopted the SBIT problem-solving model for their own students. 
 
Syracuse City Schools has found that SBIT Teams do make a significant and 
positive difference in student performance.  For example, the district has 
found that its schools who have an SBIT Team in place refer on average 40 
percent fewer children for special education services each year than do 
schools that do not yet have an SBIT Team. 

 
How does SBIT differ from traditional Child Study Teams? 
 
In many states, Child Study Teams are responsible for finding 
children who may have educational disabilities and be eligible for 
Special Education or §504 Services.  Child Study Teams are typically 

composed mostly of clinical evaluation staff such as school psychologists 
and speech/language pathologists.   
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In contrast to Child Study Teams, SBIT Teams focus solely on creating 
strategies to help children to be more successful in general-education 
classrooms.  Classroom teachers are central and highly valued members of 
SBIT Teams.  Among its core components, the SBIT model promotes a 
collegial atmosphere in which teachers work together to solve student 
problems, employs research-based interventions ideas to promote student 
success, and uses dependable but time-friendly assessment methods to 
measure the progress of struggling learners. 

 
What are the roles of SBIT members? 
 

 
To help SBIT meetings run more smoothly, team members take on 
structured roles.  The facilitator runs the meeting, keeps participants 
on task, and checks in with the referring teacher to make sure that he 

or she agrees with the interventions being proposed.  The recorder takes 
notes on the meeting proceedings in sufficient detail to create a detailed, 
written intervention plan.  The time-keeper tracks elapsed time during the 
meeting to ensure that team members use valuable meeting time efficiently.  
The case liaison assists the referring teacher in collecting information about 
the student prior to the meeting and may also support the teacher in starting 
the intervention plan.  SBIT members are cross-trained to fill any of these 
roles as needed.  
 
Additionally, SBIT Teams have a coordinator who takes care of logistical 
issues such as scheduling meetings, maintaining a meeting calendar, and, 
when possible, arranging substitute teacher coverage for those attending the 
SBIT meeting. 
 

 
What does a typical SBIT meeting look like? 
 
The SBIT meeting process is based on an efficient, research-based 
problem-solving model.  To initiate an SBIT meeting, the classroom 
teacher first completes an SBIT referral form, providing 

comprehensive background information about the student.  An initial SBIT 
meeting is then scheduled.  At that meeting, the team and teacher explore 
reasons for the student’s learning or behavioral difficulties.  They also 
identify student strengths. Then the group and referring teacher brainstorm 
about interventions likely to meet the needs of the referred student.  The 
team notes those intervention ideas that the teacher finds most acceptable 
and collaborates with the instructor to turn them into a formal intervention 
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plan.  Additionally, the SBIT and teacher come up with methods to track the 
student’s improvement during the intervention.  Before the meeting 
adjourns, a follow-up meeting date is set to review the student’s progress. 

 
How can I find out more about the SBIT Project? 
 

 
For more information about SBIT, contact: 
Ed Erwin, Director of Special Education 
Syracuse City Schools 

725 Harrison Street 
Syracuse, NY 13210 
 
Ph: 315-435-4424 
Fax: 315-435-4987 
Email: eerwin@freeside.scsd.k12.ny.us 
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The School Pre-Referral Intervention Team: 
A Checklist for Getting Started… 

 
Your new pre-referral intervention team can take steps early in the school year that will 
greatly increase its chances of success.  By carefully setting up your team process and 
meeting procedures, informing teachers about the services that your team offers, and 

inventorying your school’s intervention-related resources, your pre-referral team will be 
far better prepared to take on challenging teacher referrals.  The checklist below 

offers a framework for quickly establishing your team as an effective teacher 
support. 

 
1. Establish a clear team process and meeting procedures. Within the first two weeks of the school 

year, your team should: 
 

q select a regular meeting time that is most convenient for team members and referring 
teachers. Be sure to allow enough time in these sessions to meet on a child and, afterwards, to 
debrief as a group about the team’s performance. 

q find a suitable meeting place.  At minimum, the site selected for your team meetings should 
offer privacy (to safeguard the confidentiality of information being shared about the referred 
student) and sufficient space to comfortably seat the referring teacher and other members of 
the intervention team. 

q establish a system for responding promptly to teacher referrals. Teachers should have 
convenient access to the referral forms. Your intervention team should also coordinate with the 
team in your building that handles Special Education referrals to work out a method for 
deciding which initial teacher referrals may be more appropriate for the intervention team and 
which should instead be routed to the Special Education team. 

q work out procedures for communicating efficiently among all team members. Typically, the 
intervention team communication plan includes (1) procedures for all team members to review 
teacher referrals and related information prior to the initial meeting on the student, and (2) a 
uniform system for team members to use in communicating with the rest of the team (e.g., via 
staff mailboxes, email, telephone tree, general discussion time reserved at the end of weekly 
meetings). 

 
2. Publicize your team and its services to your faculty, other staff, and parents.  Some tried-and-

true methods for getting the word out to the school community about your intervention team include 
these ideas: 

 
q Schedule time at a faculty meeting early in the school year to present an overview of your 

intervention team to staff. During the presentation, members from your team can introduce 
themselves and describe the structured problem-solving process that your team uses to help 
teachers with struggling learners to come up with effective intervention ideas. The presenters 
might also hand out intervention-team referral forms and invite teachers to refer students. 

q Periodically present brief ‘updates’ about your intervention team at faculty meetings throughout 
the school year. One use of these updates would be to have teachers who have used your 
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team and found its services to be helpful to share their success stories with their teaching 
colleagues. 

q Write up a short description of your intervention team and place it in all teacher mailboxes. The 
description could include the names of staff who serve on the team, description of services or 
supports that you team offers, and procedures for referring a student to the intervention team. 

q Present a workshop on your intervention team to your school’s Parent Teacher Organization 
(PTO) group. Parents would appreciate knowing how the pre-referral intervention team differs 
from other school teams and how this team can help struggling learners to be more successful. 
Or your school may want to spread the word by mailing each parent a brochure describing the 
intervention team and its role in promoting school success. 

q Schedule occasional professional-development ‘clinics’ during the school year (e.g., after 
school or during a Superintendents’ Conference Day), at which intervention-team members 
offer trainings to teachers on effective strategies to use for common referral concerns.  These 
clinics can be a great way to expand the skill base of all teachers in the building while 
publicizing your intervention team as a consultation resource for teachers. 

  
3. Create an inventory of resources in your building that can be used by your intervention team. 

Problem-solving teams can use all the help they can get when assisting teachers with student 
interventions. Here are some ideas to increase the intervention resources available to your team: 

 
q Make a list of locations around the school that can be used as space for interventions (e.g., 

places with adult supervision where cross-age peer tutoring can take place). 
q Write down the names of volunteers in your building who are willing to help with implementing 

and/or monitoring school-based interventions.  
q Create a directory of staff willing to serve on your intervention team whose training or 

professional experience gives them expertise in key intervention topics (e.g., reading 
instruction, behavior management). Invite these staff to attend those team meetings in which 
the student’s referral concern matches these staff members’ area of expertise.   

 
4. Try out the intervention team roles and meeting procedures at least two or three times in actual 

meetings before accepting your first staff referral. It is a good idea for your team to practice its 
meeting skills before accepting referrals from all staff members. One ‘safe’ way for your new team to 
practice its problem-solving skills is to have team members refer a couple of students  from their own 
classrooms to the intervention team. The referring team member, of course, will assume the role of the 
referring teacher in these practice meetings. In all other respects, however, these practice meetings 
follow the intervention problem-solving model and include these steps: 

 
q The referring intervention-team member completes a written teacher referral. 
q A case liaison is assigned to collect both classroom information and academic and behavioral-

baseline data on the student prior to the initial team meeting. 
q A formal intervention team meeting is scheduled, with at least 90 minutes reserved for 

discussion of the case. 
q Team roles (i.e., facilitator, recorder, case liaison, time-keeper) are assigned prior to the 

meeting. 
q Formal intervention and monitoring plans are developed at the initial meeting. 
q A follow-up meeting is scheduled to review the student’s progress during the intervention. 
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q Ample time is reserved at the conclusion of each ‘practice’ meeting for the team to debrief, with 
each member sharing his or her perceptions about what the team did well during the meeting 
and what areas of team-process may need improvement.  
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Motivating the ‘Reluctant’ Teacher:  Six 
Strategies for Pre-Referral Intervention Teams 
 
Schools are complex social organizations.  Researchers have discovered a number of techniques 
that can be used in social settings, including schools, to increase people’s motivation to express 
support for a process or carry out an action.  Presented here are six key strategies (reciprocation, 
consistency, social proof, liking, authority, scarcity)  for building social influence (Cialdini, 1984).   
Pre-referral intervention teams might consider using one or more of them when attempting to 
energize ‘reluctant teachers’ to make full use of the team’s services.   Of course, as with all 
techniques designed to impact social influence, these approaches should be used in an ethical and 
responsible manner. 
 
Reciprocation.  When people are given a gift or have a service performed for them, they feel 
obligated to ‘pay back’ that gift or service. Often, the person who initiates the favor is in a position 
both to select what is given and to suggest an appropriate ‘pay-back’ favor.   The impulse to 
reciprocate can also be triggered through the 3-step  ‘rejection-then-retreat’ strategy:  (1) One party 
makes a request that is within reason but also goes beyond what the second party can agree to.  
So the request is rejected.  (2) The first party then retreats to a milder request (concession).  (3) 
The second party now feels obligated to match the requester’s initial concession with a reciprocal 
concession.  So he or she is likely to accept this less ambitious request.   
 
Here are some ideas for how pre-referral intervention teams can use reciprocation to energize 
teachers: 
• Regularly stuff teacher mailboxes with intervention tips, along with a cover note inviting their 

referrals to the intervention team. 
• Sponsor teacher workshops on common academic or behavioral concerns (with attractive 

handouts, refreshments, etc.).  During the workshop, invite teachers to refer to your team. 
• Offer to meet with a teacher for an intervention-team meeting at a time most convenient to him 

or her, even if this accommodation is somewhat inconvenient for team members. 
• Offer to collect baseline information on a problem student and to schedule a brief conference 

with the teacher to discuss findings (e.g., percentage of time on task).  At the conference, invite 
the teacher to refer the student to the intervention team. 

• Canvass intervention-team members to compile a list of ‘special services’ they might offer to a 
struggling teacher.  (E.g., a physical education teacher might offer to give high-energy kids an 
extra gym period twice per week, etc.).  Approach that teacher with the list of intervention team 
services and invite him or her to select 1 or 2.  After delivery of the service(s), invite the 
teacher to refer a student to the team. 

 
Consistency.  People strive, often unconsciously, to maintain consistency between their opinions 
or attitudes and their actions.   
 
The ‘foot-in-the-door’ technique uses our need for internal consistency as an incremental 
motivational tool to get people to agree to a request that they would otherwise probably refuse.  (1) 
First, the person is asked to perform a small act that signals support for a cause (e.g., signing a 
petition to keep our highways free from litter).  (2) As a direct result of agreeing to that small act, 
the person realigns his or her internal attitudes to match the action (e.g., ‘I am a person that will 
take action to support the cause of a litter-free environment.’).  (3) The person will then be more 
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likely in the future to say ‘yes’ to larger requests that support the same cause (e.g., agreeing to join 
a weekend cleanup group that volunteers time to clear trash from alongside scenic roadways).   
 
The power of consistency between words and acts can be made even greater when the person’s 
initial, small act supporting a cause is publicized for others (e.g., publishing the names of those 
signing an anti-litter petition in a local newspaper).  
 
Here are some ideas for how intervention teams can use consistency to energize teachers: 
• Invite a ‘reluctant teacher’ to provide ‘moral support’ to a colleague by accompanying him or 

her to an intervention-team meeting.  Once the teacher has participated in the intervention 
team problem-solving process as a guest, follow up with an invitation to that teacher to submit 
his or her own student referral to the team. 

• Approach ‘reluctant teachers’ who have specialized training or skills (e.g., in early literacy) to 
serve as ‘consultant members’ of the intervention team.    Invite them to meetings whenever 
their expertise is needed.  Spread the word through the school that these teachers are serving 
as team members. Eventually, invite them to refer one of their own students to the intervention 
team. 

• Ask a teacher if he or she would keep a supply of intervention team referral forms or other 
materials in the classroom for the convenience of colleagues.  If the teacher agrees, approach 
him or her several weeks later about referring a student to the team. 

• Organize a team -sponsored monthly school contest, in which teachers and other school staff 
are invited to submit academic or behavioral ‘intervention tips’.  Publicize the winners’ names 
and distribute their strategies to all teachers on intervention-team letterhead.  Later, invite 
winners to join the intervention team or to refer students to the team. 

 
Social Proof.  People are influenced to take an action when they see that others are also doing it.  
Social proof influences us even more when we believe that those whom we observe doing the 
activity resemble us (e.g., in occupation, social class, etc.).   
 
Here are some ideas for how intervention teams can use social proof to energize teachers: 
• Have teachers of varying backgrounds and seniority give occasional testimonials at faculty 

meetings about the success of the intervention team’s problem-solving process. 
• If your school has a grade level (e.g., middle school) that sends few referrals to the intervention 

team, invite a teacher from that grade level to join the team.   
• Ask a teacher from an underrepresented grade level who had a successful intervention team 

case for permission to publicize the main points of the intervention plan with other faculty from 
her or his teaching team or grade who might want to try it with their own students. 

• Identify key qualities of selected ‘reluctant teacher’ groups (e.g., veteran teachers, middle-
school faculty).  Bring in a small delegation of intervention-team members and referring 
teachers from a different school to talk about their successes at a faculty meeting.  Be sure 
that some of those speakers are teachers with characteristics similar to those of reluctant 
teachers from your own school. 

• Collect general statistics about teachers’ use of your intervention team and share those 
statistics with staff.  For example, an intervention team might announce, “we received 35 
separate referrals last year from 20 teachers.  That means that nearly half of our classroom 
instructors used our intervention team.  This year we want to see the number of teachers 
referring to our team to go even higher!”  
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Liking.  People are motivated to carry out the requests of those whom they like.  Friends are 
obviously the most persuasive, because we have already chosen to like them!  If friends are not 
available, we typically find people whom we are familiar with (neutral acquaintances) to be more 
likeable than complete strangers.   
 
A person unknown to us can increase his or her likeability by having a connection to one of our 
friends, complimenting us, or appearing similar to us (e.g., engaging in the same hobbies or 
interests or sharing similar attitudes or opinions).   
 
Here are some ideas for how intervention teams can use liking to energize teachers: 
• Ask referring teachers who had a good experience with your intervention team if they would be 

willing to encourage a colleague whom they are friends with to refer a student to the team.   
• List groups or individuals in the building that currently are not using your intervention team very 

much.  Assign the member of your team who has the most positive relationship with each 
group or individual on the list to seek them out to invite them personally to refer a student to 
the team. 

• Whenever possible, strongly encourage teachers referring a student to the intervention team to 
bring a colleague of their choice to the meeting for ‘collegial support’.  As friends of the 
referring teacher, these invited guests will themselves probably be open to a later invitation to 
refer a student to the team. 

• At intervention-team meetings, compliment referring teachers on positive aspects of their 
instruction or behavior management.  Keep praise brief, sincere, and specific. 

• Sign up well-liked faculty to serve on the intervention team.  (You can quickly generate a list of 
respected faculty by having your staff nominate intervention-team members through an 
anonymous survey.) 

 
Authority.  People respect and follow authority.  There are a number of types of authority that can 
motivate us.  Examples of authority include organizational (e.g., school principal), experiential (e.g., 
veteran teachers), and professional (e.g., teacher with an advanced degree or specialized training).   
 
Here are some ideas for how intervention teams can use authority to energize teachers: 
• Have your principal set a goal for each non-tenured new teacher to refer at least one student to 

the intervention team that year. 
• Have higher-level building or district administrators make supportive comments about the your 

team at faculty meetings or workshops. 
• Ask teachers with experiential or professional authority to give public testimonials about the 

value of the intervention team. 
• Send individual ‘Thank You’ cards to teachers who refer to the intervention team.  Have your 

principal sign each card personally. 
• If a respected speaker or presenter from outside your school comes in to present to faculty, 

consider approaching that person in advance to describe the intervention-team process and to 
request that the speaker make public, supportive statements about the project.  

 
Scarcity.  When items, resources or opportunities are in short supply, people value them more.  
We become even more motivated when we have to compete with others for scarce resources!   
 
Here are some ideas for how intervention teams can use scarcity to energize teachers: 
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• Plan a moratorium (end-date) for accepting referrals to your school’s intervention team.  
Publicize this date as it approaches. 

• Set a cap on the number of referrals that your team will accept during a school year.  Post this 
number publicly.  As new referrals are accepted, change the posted number to reflect the 
quantity of ‘open’ referral slots still available.  Announce this figure regularly at faculty meetings 
or in the school newsletter. 

• Teachers feel the pressure of low-performing students more acutely at predictable milestones 
in the school year (e.g., end of marking periods, around the time of state ‘checkpoint’ 
examinations).  As these dates approach, send a supportive note to faculty from your team 
reminding them that the team is still accepting referrals but that slots are limited.   

• Create an attractive packet of desirable intervention strategies or tips.  Print off only enough 
copies of the packet so that teachers referring to your team can each receive a copy.  As the 
supply of handouts dwindles, remind teachers that they can still get their copy by referring a 
student to the intervention team.   

• Enlist a building staff member with specialized behavior-management or instructional 
knowledge as a ‘consultant member’ of the intervention team.  Announce to staff that this team 
consultant has agreed to participate in only a limited number of cases (e.g., five slots)—and 
that your team will honor teacher requests for these select meeting slots on a first-come, first-
serve basis. 

 
Reference 
Cialdini, R.B.  (1984).  Influence:  How and why people agree to things.  New York: William Morrow 
& Company, Inc. 
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